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Declaration by Austria to the minutes of Coreper II and Council
Austria is strongly concerned that the current text does not enhance transparency on beneficial
ownership necessary to avoid the abuse of trusts for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist
financing. There is a clear need to establish mandatory central and public beneficial owner registries
for trusts in the Member State by whose laws trusts are governed (Art. 31of Directive 2015/849).
Unfortunately, the current text is just a mere reflection of the status quo and does not go beyond
what is already in place in the EU. Therefore, Austria calls for further improvements of the text
within the up-coming negotiations with the European Parliament.
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Statement by the Polish delegation to be included in the minutes of the Coreper meeting on
20 December 2016 relating to the adoption of the Council negotiating mandate on a Proposal
for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
amending Directive (EU) 2015/849 on the prevention of the use of the financial system
for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing

As it currently stands, the proposal for a Directive does not fully achieve the objectives pursued
by criminal proceedings. The central register of bank accounts, as referred to in the proposed
new Article 32a and in respect of which a data storage time limit of five years plus an additional
five years is currently being introduced, could, if Poland's proposal is taken into account, allow data
to be stored indefinitely. The introduction of an indefinite period for the storage of data arises from
the need to ensure that the law enforcement authorities achieve the aforementioned objectives,
inter alia in the case of the offence of money laundering, which comes under a 15-year statute of
limitations under Polish law. Consequently, this could result in essential data being removed from
the national register when the offence being prosecuted has not fallen under the statute of
limitations. The national laws of the other Member States provide for a similar period of limitation.
The above problem will therefore affect the activities of the law enforcement authorities, which will
be unable to carry out their tasks even though, under national law, a particular offence has not yet
fallen under the statute of limitations.
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COREPER, 20 DECEMBER 2016
STATEMENT BY THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA
With reference to the Directive amending Directive (EU) 2015/849 on the prevention of the
use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing

The Republic of Slovenia fully supports the objectives of the proposed Directive and efforts to
reach a compromise within Council that is both effective and workable ahead of further discussions
with the European Parliament.
However, the Republic of Slovenia does not approve the proposal for amendment of the 4th AMLD
stipulated in the text proposed to the Coreper with regard to the Politically Exposed Persons. In line
with the Ecofin political commitment from February 12, 2016 Slovenia already transposed the 4th
AMLD into national legislation. Proposed changes to AMLD IV with regard to Politically Exposed
Persons backtrack political decisions which were taken in the 4th AMLD. There was intense
discussion on this issue already in the context of the 4th AMLD, and a regime that was decided then
was found compatible with the FATF standards and the EU Treaty. Loosening this regime by
making parts of it optional for Member States would lead to greater discretionary judgements by the
obliged entities and would be a step back from the high-level of anti-money laundering and terrorist
financing standards already agreed in the 4th AMLD. In our view the proposed amendment should
be carefully re-examined in the context of the trialogue with the European parliament.
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